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Abstract
Anhedonia is a core symptom of depression. The present study aimed to investigate an “olfactory anhedonia” in depressed patients. Two odorants, one with pleasant (vanillin), and one with unpleasant (butyric acid) hedonic valence were evaluated by 30 depressed inpatients and 30 controls (healthy subjects, matched by age and gender). Participants explored the hedonic valence, intensity (discrimination) and perceived quality (identification) of 16 different stimuli (3 concentrations of odorants, their 9 combinations and one control containing distilled water). The hedonic perception showed that patients perceived unpleasant odorant significantly more unpleasant than controls. Concerning the intensity ratings, controls succeeded to discriminate between all concentrations of odorants, while patients discriminated between the different concentrations only for the unpleasant component. Regarding the identification task, patients perceived significantly more the unpleasant odorant than the pleasant one in an iso-intense unmixed odorants mixture, whereas controls perceived equally both odorants. These results support the notion of an olfactory perception impairment in depression. Further studies are needed to replicate these findings and to confirm the olfactory anhedonia or the olfactory negative alliesthesia in depressed patients.
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1. Introduction
Anhedonia, or failure to gain pleasure from normally pleasant experiences, is a marker for depressive state (Klein, 1974). Cognitive theories of depression claim that major depressive disorder (MDD) is associated with a systematic negative bias in thinking, negative view of self, of experiences, and of the future (Wright and Beck, 1983). This negatively biased associative processing impact a wide range of mental processes like memory, attention, thought process, decision making, language, executive and motor functions. Representations that rule actions, goal directed behaviours and adaptation to the environment emerge from cognitive activity that roots into sensorial (Mesulan, 1998) and emotional perceptions (Phillips et al., 2003). Indeed, MDD patients show an increased sensitivity to recognition and recall of negative stimuli (Mathews and MacLeod, 1994) and a reduced anticipation for positive experiences (MacLeod and Byrne, 1996). However, researchers on cognitive dysfunction in depression have mainly focused on processes supported by visual or verbal inputs. Less has been done on cognitive functions that are underlined by olfactory stimuli. Even so, olfactory processing has been shown to have close links with emotional processing (Ehrlichman and Bastone, 1992; Zatorre et al., 2000).

The application of modern brain imaging techniques confirmed that odours and emotions are processed in similar brain structures: the orbitofrontal and insular cortex, the hypothalamus, and the amygdala (Zald and Pardo, 2000; Lane et al., 1997). Moreover, a number of studies
have indicated that odours can induce positive and negative affects which can modulate mood (Schiffman et al., 1995a; Schiffman et al., 1995b), behaviour (Millot and Brand, 2001), cognition (Gilbert et al., 1997; Broughan, 2002), autonomic parameters (Nagai et al., 2000) and cerebral activity measured by electrophysiological recording (Brand, 1999) and neuroimaging (Brand, 1999; Royet et al., 2003).

It has been shown that odour perception in depression is altered at a peripheral level (odour detection threshold) and possibly at a central level (identification, discrimination, memory or the ability to label an odour) (Serby et al., 1990; Rupp et al., 1997; Pause et al., 2001; Lombion-Pouthier et al., 2006). Studies exploring this olfactory deficit have presumed that such alterations may be related to an overlap in brain structures involved in the processing of olfactory or emotional cues and structures involved in depression. For instance, previous studies have found that depressive patients differed from controls in the emotional evaluation of odours (Steiner et al., 1993; Pause et al., 2000). Thus, Steiner et al. (1993) found that the facial reactions of depressive patients to pleasant and unpleasant odours were significantly shorter than those of controls. Pause et al. (2000) showed that MDD patients responded with higher arousal to negative stimuli (odours and emotional pictures) than healthy controls. Thus, one could suppose that MDD patients would display an impaired olfactory perception of pleasant odorants compared to unpleasant odorants. Relationship between clinical and sensory anhedonia has already been suggested by Berlin et al. (1998) in the gustatory field. The authors showed that the hedonic responses to sucrose solutions and sweet taste perception threshold might be used as complementary evaluation to quantify anhedonia in depression and schizophrenia.

The purpose of this paper was to confirm the existence of an olfactory anhedonia in depressed patients. We hypothesized that the depressed patients would perceive the pleasant odorant as less pleasant than controls (hedonic aspect). Also, in a binary mixture at iso-intense (equally intense) concentrations of both pleasant and unpleasant odorants, the depressed patients will perceive the pleasant odorants less (qualitative aspect). Moreover they will perceive the pleasant odorant as less intense than the controls, with difficulties in discriminating between different concentrations (quantitative aspect). Furthermore, the olfactory perception of the pleasant odorant should be negatively related to the severity of depression.

2. Methods

2.1. Participants
Thirty depressive inpatients and 30 control subjects participated in this study. All depressed patients were recruited from the Department of Psychiatry at the University Hospital of Tours, France. All patients scored more than 24 on the Montgomery-Asberg Depression Rating Scale (MADRS; Montgomery and Asberg, 1979). They were investigated 6.8 ± 6.3 days after their admission. On the day of the investigation, all patients were being treated with antidepressant and/or anxiolytic drugs. The assessment of psychiatric comorbidities was done with the French version of the Mini International Neuropsychiatric Interview (MINI 5.0; Duburcq et al., 1999; Sheehan et al. 1998). The MINI is a structured interview that allows the clinician to build standardised categorical assessment of the main psychiatric disorders according to the axis I of the DSM- IV. The control subjects were healthy, with no history of mental illness, matched for age and gender with the depressive patients (Table 1). At the time of their recruitment, they were informed that they would have to smell different compounds that can be found in food products. They were given full details about the experimental protocol
before the beginning of the experiments. The subjects had given their written consent to participate.

Preliminary experiments were carried out with 6 healthy subjects (internal panel), chosen on the basis of their motivation and availability. The exclusion criteria for all participants included possible brain damage, major medical problems, current substance abuse, allergy, a current cold or a problem with their sense of smell. All subjects were selected on the absence of anosmia to the odorants used in the present study.

Table 1. Group characteristics.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>MDD patients (n=30)</th>
<th>Controls (n=30)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Female / Male Ratio</td>
<td>12 / 18</td>
<td>12 / 18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age, Years (SD)</td>
<td>34.6 (11.1)</td>
<td>33.4 (9.9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Depression</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MADRS, Score (SD)</td>
<td>36.3 (6.3)</td>
<td>2.0 (2.1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duration of illness, Months (SD)</td>
<td>6.7 (5.2)</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of previous episodes (SD)</td>
<td>2.1 (1.8)</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MINI 5.0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MDD, current episode</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Suicidal risk, last month</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Hypo)-Mania</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Panic disorder, agoraphobia</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OCD, last month</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PTSD, last month</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alcohol abuse, last 12 months</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cannabis abuse, last 12 months</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Psychotic disorder, lifetime</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eating disorders, last 3 months</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GAD, last 6 months</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

MDD: Major Depressive Disorder; OCD: Obsessive Compulsive Disorder; PTSD: Post-Traumatic Stress Disorder; GAD: Generalized Anxiety Disorder.

2.2. Stimuli

Two odorants with opposite hedonic valences were chosen: vanillin (4-hydroxy-3-methoxybenzandehyde), a pleasant odour that evokes mainly happiness (Alaoui-Ismaili et al., 1997a) and butyric acid, described as a rancid odour that induces disgust and anger (Alaoui-Ismaili et al., 1997b). Olfactory perception in participants was studied at quantitative (intensity rating and odour intensity discrimination), qualitative (odour identification in binary mixtures) and hedonic levels. The odorants were studied alone (out of mixture) and in binary mixtures.

The odorants were supplied by Fisher Scientific Bioblock, Sigma (Illkirch, France). Three different supra-threshold concentration levels of each odorant were used. They were obtained by multiplication with a constant factor: 10 for vanillin (V) and 5 for butyric acid (B). These factors were selected after a preliminary experiment undertaken on each odorant to choose three concentrations that were approximately iso-intense and easily differentiated by a reduced internal panel (group of assessors chosen to participate in a sensory test) (Table 2).

According to a one-way ANOVA, there was a highly significant concentration effect for both odorants (V: $F=38.44$, $df=2$, $P=0.00$, B: $F=46.90$, $df=2$, $P=0.00$). According to Newman-Keuls multiple comparison tests, the subjects were able to discriminate between all
concentration levels (C1, C2, C3) for both odorants (P=0.05). The iso-intense perception of the different concentrations for both odorants was controlled by using a Student test (B1/V1, t=-0.54, df=5, P=0.31; B2/V2, t=-1.00, df=5, P=0.18; B3/V3, t=-1.00, df=5, P=0.18). (Table 2).

Table 2. Concentrations of the odorant solutions and mean of panel perceived odour intensity (preliminary experiment) of unmixed odorants. Concerning the odour intensity: in line (intensity discrimination), values with the same letters are not significantly different at α = 5%, according to a Newman-Keuls test; in column (iso-intensity), values with the same letters are not significantly different at α = 5%, according to a Student test.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Odorant</th>
<th>Concentration (mg/l)</th>
<th>Mean of panel perceived odour intensity (preliminary experiment)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>C1</td>
<td>C2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vanillin</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>600</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Butyric acid</td>
<td>0.032</td>
<td>0.16</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The choice of the three concentrations (C1, C2, C3) for both odorants was carried out as following. Several series of odorants with different concentration factors were prepared. We prepared the same second concentration (C2) known as having the same intensity (600mg/l for V, 0.16mg/l for B). Each series included 3 different concentration levels of the same odorant. These concentrations were chosen because they had a middle intensity. For each series, the C1 had a low intensity, but the odour was clearly perceived by subjects, who could detect all concentrations. The C3 for both odorants was not very high, which limited the olfactory saturation and the activation of the trigeminal chemosensory system. The series with the lowest concentrations factor were presented first, in random order. The subjects were asked to smell the odour in the flask and to evaluate its intensity (magnitude estimation method; Cain and Drexler, 1974). If they discriminated the three different concentrations of the odorant, the studied factor was selected for the following study. If not, another series of the odorant with a greater concentration factor was presented.

Concerning the magnitude estimation method, vanillin at 600 mg/l (C2) was used with an allocated magnitude value of 20 as reference. This odorant was chosen in order to facilitate the task for the participants and to minimize the cross-olfactory adaptation during the test. The subjects were asked to memorize the reference value (20) and to assign a number relative to the standard stimulus for each new perceived odour. For example, if the current stimulus is twice intense as the standard stimulus it should be called 40 or if it is half intense, it should be called 10. Thus, when judging the samples, the ratio between the numeric response for the reference and the current sample was supposed to reflect the intensity ratio between these samples.

Each experiment comprised 16 stimuli including 3 concentration levels of each odorant (vanillin and butyric acid), their 9 possible combinations and 1 control containing the distilled water. This last stimulus was introduced in order to ensure the reliability of the subject’s response and in order to check the absence of the unwanted odours in the solvent. For all experiments, the solutions were made with distilled water. The odorous solutions were poured into 60ml brown glass flasks (10ml per flask). A three-digit random number coded each flask.

2.3. Experimental procedure
Prior to the measurement session, a 20 minute training session took place to familiarize the subjects with odour pleasantness, odour intensity and odour quality rating. The stimuli were
three different concentrations of both odorants (B1, B2, B3 and V1, V2, V3), and two binary mixtures (B1V1, B1V3). Only two binary mixtures (chosen at random) were used during this training session in order to limit olfactory saturation and tiredness. Subjects had to evaluate the odour pleasantness (hedonic aspect) of the stimulus, to classify the three concentration levels of each odorant in increasing odour intensity, and to evaluate both stimulus intensity (quantitative aspect) and quality (qualitative aspect). The task and the instructions given to the subjects were identical to those given during the measurement sessions and are described below.

The measurement session was carried out during one session of 40 minutes. Each stimulus out of 16 was presented only once. Presentation order was balanced across stimuli and was identical for all subjects. The codes of the flasks were different between the training and measurement session. Earlier experiments (Laing, 1983) showed that each individual optimizes the parameters of sniffing to obtain his maximum sensitivity. Therefore, the subjects were not limited in the time allowed for sniffing, but a 30 second interval between samples was imposed in order to prevent olfactory adaptation.

2.3.1. Hedonic aspect and familiarity
Odour familiarity for both odorants (at C2) was evaluated before all tests on a 10cm linear scale labelled at each end (unfamiliar odour / very familiar odour), in order to evaluate the influence of the odour’s familiarity on its olfactory perception. Firstly, after the familiarization session, the subjects smelled each flask and had to evaluate the pleasantness of the perceived odour stimulus on a 10 cm linear scale labelled at each end (highly unpleasant / highly pleasant). The resulting response was expressed with a score ranging from 0 to 10.

2.3.2. Qualitative aspect
Secondly, the subjects’ task was to identify the perceived odour quality of each stimulus (unmixed odorants or mixtures). Before the measurement session, they were instructed to smell and to memorize the odour quality of two flasks containing vanillin (coded V) and butyric acid (coded B) respectively. The subjects were informed that after this, they would have to identify the memorized odours in several other flasks. They knew that each flask may contain one or both odorants at the same time. If they perceived a different odour, they had to choose the appropriate response and describe the new odour. Thus, subjects could choose one of five responses: “V” if they thought the sample contained only vanillin, “B” if they thought the sample contained only butyric acid, “BV” if they thought both vanillin and butyric acid were present, “nothing” if they thought the sample was water or “another odour” if they perceived a different odour. These last two possible responses were added in order to predict an eventual inhibition phenomenon (no perception of the binary mixture even if the odorants were present at supra-threshold level out of mixture) or to predict the formation of a new odour.

2.3.3. Quantitative aspect
As far as the quantitative aspect is concerned, subjects had to evaluate the perceived odour intensity of each odorant. Subjects judged the perceived intensity by the magnitude estimation method. As described in part 2.2, they were instructed to memorize the intensity of the reference (coded REF and corresponding to the vanillin at C2) and then to evaluate the perceived intensity of each flask according to the reference. For this task, the subjects were asked to focus only on the odour intensity, independently from the odorant quality. The subjects were blind to the contents of the flasks. Thus, if they perceived only one odour, they had to evaluate its intensity (I_V or I_B), and if they perceived a mixture of two odorants (V, B)
they had to evaluate both I_V and I_B. In the present paper only the perceived intensities of the unmixed stimuli are treated. In case the subject did not perceive any odour in the flask, they were instructed to not evaluate all characteristics cited above. The experimental design is schematically presented in supplementary material 1.

2.4. Statistical analysis
All statistical analyses were performed at \( \alpha=5\% \). They were conducted using XLSTAT®-Pro, release 5.2.

2.4.1. Hedonic aspect and familiarity
The two-tailed unpaired Student test was used for each stimulus to compare the pleasantness response and the odour familiarity level between the two groups of subjects (patients and controls).

2.4.2. Qualitative aspect
In order to present the qualitative responses (B, V, BV), experimental data were reported on a graph based on two parameters [probability of response \( p = f(\tau) \)]. Initially, this graph was introduced to predict the binary mixture’s quality by knowing the perceived odour intensity of both unmixed odorants (Olsson, 1994). Then, this graphical presentation was used in modelling the experimental data by using the linear logistic model. The advantage of this last model is that it is able to show a dominance of an odorant when both aroma compounds are present at an iso-intense level in the binary mixture (Atanasova et al., 2005).

In the present study, a linear logistic model was used to model the probability of V (respectively B) responses according to the acid butyric intensity proportion in the mixture, \( \tau \) (Figure 1). \( \tau \) is the ratio between the perceived intensity of one of the odorants (acid butyric in our case) and the sum of the perceived intensities of each unmixed odorant [\( \tau = I_B / (I_B + I_V) \)]. It reflects the relative intensity proportion of one odorant, compared to the sum of the intensities of both odorants. When \( \tau = 0.5 \), the mixture is composed of iso-intense unmixed components.

This linear logistic model was fitted using individual numbers of B (respectively V) responses, assumed to be distributed according to binomial distributions. It supposes that the relationship between the logit of B (respectively V) response probability and \( \tau \) is linear, and that the intercepts vary according to subjects:

\[
\text{logit}(p_B) = \log\left(\frac{p_B}{1-p_B}\right) = \mu + \alpha_{\text{subject}} + \beta(\tau - 0.5)
\]

\[
\text{logit}(p_V) = \log\left(\frac{p_V}{1-p_V}\right) = \mu' + \alpha'_{\text{subject}} + \beta'(\tau - 0.5)
\]

With the constraint: \( \sum_{\text{subjects}} \alpha_{\text{subject}} = 0 \) With the constraint: \( \sum_{\text{subjects}} \alpha'_{\text{subject}} = 0 \)

Number of acid butyric responses ~ binomial distribution (n=1; p_B) Number of vanillin responses ~ binomial distribution (n=1; p_V)

\( \mu (\mu' \text{ respectively}) \) is the mean panel intercept i.e. the value of logit \( (p_B) \) at \( \tau=0.5 \). The intercept for each subject is \( \mu + \alpha_{\text{subject}} \) (\( \mu' + \alpha'_{\text{subject}} \text{ respectively} \)) and \( \beta \) (\( \beta' \text{ respectively} \)) is the panel slope.

In order to study the dominance of the odorant, the overlapping of the intercepts’ (B and V responses) confidence intervals at \( \tau=0.5 \) was used. This calculation of the confidence intervals
(CI) gives an indication of the statistical significance ($\alpha=0.05$) of the dominance of the one odour over the other. In order to study BV responses, a logistic model [$\logit(\hat{p}_{BV})$] of three parameters was used: intercept, slope and curvature. The intercept, slope and curvature were not assumed to vary from one subject to another.

$$\logit(p_{BV}) = \log\left(\frac{p_{BV}}{1-p_{BV}}\right) = \mu'' + \beta''(\tau - 0.5) + \gamma''(\tau - 0.5)^2$$  \hspace{1em} \text{[Equation 3]}

$\mu''$ is the panel intercept, $\beta''$ is the panel slope, and $\gamma''$ is the panel curvature.

The panel intercept was used to determine the probability of BV responses at iso-intensity of both odorants for both groups of subjects (patients and controls).

In the graphical representation, the probability of giving a B response is plotted against $\tau$, as well as the probability of giving a V response and the probability of giving a BV response (Figure 1). For B, and V responses, the effects are sigmoidal, because their probabilities lie between 0 and 1. For B and V responses, the model reflects a linear effect in logit scale, with an intercept depending on the subject and a common slope. If we had represented the logit of response probabilities versus $\tau$, we would have observed parallel straight lines with intercepts varying according to subjects. In Figure 1, only the panel probabilities are represented (parameters $\mu$, $\beta$, $\mu'$, $\beta'$), giving a unique sigmoidal curve. As far as “BV” responses are concerned, the effect is quadratic on the logit scale, giving an effect such as those shown in Figure 1, on the probability scale.

The procedure in XLSTAT-Pro and the table with the experimental data of depressed subjects used in order to apply the linear logistic model are presented as supplementary material 2.
2.4.3. Quantitative aspect
The two-tailed unpaired Student test was used for each unmixed stimulus to compare the perceived odour intensity score of different concentrations between the two groups of subjects (patients and controls).

The effect of odour solution level (unmixed odorants) on intensity scores was tested by one-way analyses of variance, using concentration as factor. Newman-Keuls multiple mean comparison test permitted two-by-two comparisons of the different concentration levels.

2.4.4. Relation between the score of depression and the hedonic, quantitative and qualitative perception of the stimuli
In order to study the relationship between the hedonic and the intensity perception of the subject and their level of depression, a Pearson correlation coefficient was calculated between the MADRS score and the hedonic or intensity score of the single odorants.

The Pearson correlation coefficient was also used in order to study the relationship between the MADRS score of depression and the probability of identifying the odour of the vanillin or the butyric acid in the binary mixture when both odorants are present at iso-intensity. The probability of vanillin (respectively butyric acid) responses was presented as the intercept of each subject, obtained from the linear logistic model fitted using individual numbers of each B and V responses.

3. Results
First of all, considering the perception of the control stimulus, only one depressed subject perceived a very weak unpleasant odour (intensity 2 compared to the reference 20), which he could not describe. All other subjects did not perceive any odour in the flask. Consequently, we can presume that the solvent does not contain any unwanted distracting odours.

3.1. Hedonic aspect and familiarity
As expected, in all unmixed stimuli the hedonic scores of pleasant odour were significantly higher than those of unpleasant odours at the three levels of concentration in depressed patients (two-tailed paired Student test; B1/V1: $t=5.02$, $df=29$, $P=0.00$; B2/V2: $t=10.12$, $df=29$, $P=0.00$ and B3/V3: $t=15.73$, $df=29$, $P=0.00$) and in controls (two-tailed paired Student test; B1/V1: $t=6.96$, $df=29$, $P=0.00$; B2/V2: $t=15.13$, $df=29$, $P=0.00$ and B3/V3: $t=15.39$, $df=29$, $P=0.00$).

All stimuli except one (V2) were perceived as less pleasant by depressed patients. The results showed that this difference is significant for nine out of fifteen stimuli (Figure 2).
The hedonic scores were significantly different between the two groups only for the different concentration levels of B and not for the V. Thus, the depressed patients judged unpleasant odours more unpleasant than the healthy controls (two-tailed unpaired Student test; for all unpleasant stimuli $df=58$, $P<0.05$, Figure 2). No differences between each group was observed for pleasant odours (two-tailed unpaired Student test; for all pleasant stimuli $df=58$, $P>0.05$, Figure 2). Moreover, there was no relationship between the hedonic scores of each unmixed odorant and the depression scores (MADRS) (Pearson correlation coefficient, for all stimuli $P>0.05$).

Concerning the mixtures, all stimuli except three (B1V1, B1V3 and B3V3) were perceived as significantly less pleasant by depressed patients (two-tailed unpaired Student test, $df=58$, $P<0.05$, Figure 2).

There was no significant difference between both groups concerning their judgement of the familiarity of both odorants. For both groups the vanillin was judged as a significantly more familiar odour (two-tailed paired Student test; patients: $t=-15.8$, $df=29$, $P=0.00$; controls $t=-15.6$, $df=29$, $P=0.00$).

### 3.2. Qualitative aspect

Considering stimulus quality evaluation, the term “another odour” was never chosen. The answer “nothing” was chosen only two times by healthy subjects, that corresponds to a frequency of use of $<3.3\%$ in all subjects. This last answer was never chosen by depressed subjects. Consequently the two answers “another odour” and “nothing” were disregarded and only the V, B and BV answers were analysed.

To study odour quality perception, the individual response probabilities of B, V, and BV responses were represented versus the relative odorant compound intensity, $\tau$ (Figure 1, symbols). A graphical examination of the depressed subjects’ experimental data (Figure 1A, symbols) suggests that for mixtures of iso-intense components, the probability of identifying the mixture as vanilla is smaller than the probability of identifying the mixture as butyric acid ($P(V) < P(B)$ at $\tau=0.5$). In other words, the relationship between $P(V)$ and $\tau$, and between $P(B)$ and $\tau$ are not symmetrical compared to the vertical line at $\tau=0.5$. On the contrary, the results obtained by healthy subjects (Figure 1B, symbols) showed that for mixtures of iso-intense

---

Fig. 2. Mean hedonic score for each stimulus obtained by depressed patients and healthy controls. Vertical bars indicate the standard deviation of the mean. Means comparison (two-tailed unpaired Student test) between depressed subjects and healthy subjects (ns: difference not significant; *: $P<0.05$; **: $P<0.01$; ***: $P<0.001$).
components, the probability of identifying the mixture as pleasant is slightly higher than the probability of identifying the mixture as unpleasant \( P(V) > P(B) \) at \( \tau = 0.5 \).

In order to evaluate the statistical significance of the previously observed trends, a linear logistic model was applied on odour quality experimental data. The response probabilities \( P(B) \), \( P(V) \) and \( P(BV) \) were modelled separately. The modelling results are presented graphically in Figure 1 (curves). Using the linear logistic model, the hypothesis of no dominant odorant was statistically tested. This hypothesis implies an equality of B and V response probabilities for mixtures of iso-intense components (\( \tau = 0.5 \)).

The depressed subjects’ results showed that the 95% CI of the panel intercept of the two odorants did not overlap (Figure 1, yellow symbols). More precisely, when unmixed odorants were present at iso-intense levels (\( \tau = 0.5 \)), the mean probability of identifying the mixture as vanilla was smaller than the mean probability of identifying the mixture as butyric acid (\( P(V) < P(B) \), \( \tau = 0.5 \)). Obviously, this finding implied that the curves were not symmetrical with respect to \( \tau = 0.5 \) (Figure 1A). Moreover, the MADRS scores correlated negatively with the probability to identify the vanilla odour (\( r = -0.395, P = 0.019 \)) and positively with the probability to identify the butyric acid odour (\( r = 0.481, P = 0.005 \)) in the iso-intense mixture.

The controls’ results showed that the mean probability of answering B was 0.19 (\( \tau = 0.5 \)) whereas the mean probability of answering V was 0.23 at the same \( \tau \) value (Figure 1B). This difference is moderate and not significant, because the 95% CI of the panel intercept of the two odorants overlap, i.e. there is no qualitative dominance of one or other odour (Figure 1, yellow symbols).

The probability of identifying both pleasant and unpleasant components (\( P(BV) \)) in the iso-intense mixture was five times higher in healthy subjects (\( P(BV) = 0.61 \)) compared to depressed subjects (\( P(BV) = 0.12 \)) (Figure 1). This finding indicates that pleasant and unpleasant sensations elicited by the B/V mixture are more distinct and easier to recognize for healthy subjects than depressed subjects. In patients, most of the subjects were able to identify only one of the two odours, whatever the mixture proportion and even in mixtures of iso-intense components.

3.3. Quantitative aspect

3.3.1. Discrimination of the stimulus concentration levels

The results of the one-way ANOVA showed a highly significant concentration effect in patients for vanillin (\( F = 31.16, df = 2, 87, P = 0.00 \)) and for butyric acid (\( F = 16.38, df = 2, 87, P = 0.00 \)). The same level of significance for the concentration effect was also observed in control subjects for V (\( F = 18.28, df = 2, 87, P = 0.00 \)) and B (\( F = 25.98, df = 2, 87, P = 0.00 \)). The results of the Newman-Keuls multiple comparison tests showed that healthy controls were able to discriminate all concentration levels of both odorants (\( \alpha = 0.05 \)) (Table 3). Depressed patients discriminated the different concentration levels only for the unpleasant component. For pleasant components, they classified the last two concentration levels in the same group (Table 3). The patients perceived the odour intensity of all unpleasant stimuli as significantly more intense and the odour intensity of all pleasant odours as significantly less intense in comparison to control subjects (two-tailed unpaired Student test, for all stimuli \( df = 58, P < 0.05 \)) (Figure 3).
Table 3. Mean odour intensity ratings for both odorants and for both groups of subjects (depressed patients and controls).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Depressed patients</th>
<th>Healthy controls</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Vanillin</td>
<td>Butyric acid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C1</td>
<td>9.57(^A)</td>
<td>25.10(^A)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C2</td>
<td>19.30(^B)</td>
<td>35.50(^B)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C3</td>
<td>22.20(^B)</td>
<td>48.00(^C)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For each group and for each odorant, values with the same letters are not significantly different at \(\alpha = 5\%\), according to a Newman-Keuls test.

The calculation of the Pearson correlation coefficients showed that MADRS scores were not correlated with the intensity score of each unmixed stimulus odorant (B1, B2, B3, V1, V2 and V3) (for all stimuli \(P>0.05\)).

4. Discussion
The aim of the present study was to assess the presence of an olfactory anhedonia in depressed patients by studying olfactory perceptions at three different levels: pleasantness, intensity and quality. Therefore, these characteristics were studied using two odorants with opposite valence (vanillin and butyric acid). We hypothesized that depressed patients would display an impaired olfactory perception of the pleasant odorant only, compared to the controls.
Concerning the hedonic perception of odorants, we expected that the depressed patients would perceive the pleasant stimuli as less pleasant compared to controls. The results showed a difference between the two groups of subjects only for the unpleasant unmixed stimuli, which were perceived as more unpleasant by patients. This suggests the presence of an olfactory based cognitive bias or to a negative olfactory alliesthesia. Indeed, negative alliesthesia corresponds to an increased perception of the negative aspects of a stimulus. The alliesthesia observed in the depressed subjects could be related to the selective processing of negative information shown by these subjects who are known for making dysfunctional attributions, and for engaging in more negative automatic thinking.

Lombion-Pouthier et al. (2006) and Pause et al. (2001) studies were the only ones that evaluated the hedonic ratings for several odours in psychiatric disorders. Selecting only pleasant odorants, the first study showed that depressed patients over-evaluated the pleasantness. The authors found these ratings surprising as the depressed subjects usually experienced negative emotional cues and their suggested explanation was that of a functional consequence of brain processes underlying depressive states (Lombion-Pouthier et al., 2006). These alterations could be related to dysfunctions in the orbitofrontal cortex, a brain area associated with the hedonic evaluation of odours (Savic, 2001). Indeed, its activity seems increased in depressive states (Drevets, 1998; Pause et al., 2003). The second study, carried out by Pause et al. (2001) observed a trend at difference for the valence ratings of one odour (citral), which was perceived as more pleasant by the depressive and not by the control subjects; this was explained by the relaxing properties of the lemon-like odour. The results of the present study on the hedonic mixtures perception showed that most of the mixtures were perceived as significantly less pleasant by depressed patients. These results suggest that in binary mixtures of both pleasant and unpleasant odorants at different proportions, the depressed subjects perceived unpleasant odours better. Taking into account all the results cited above, we can suppose that the hedonic odour perception at depressed subjects depends on the functional consequences of the brain processes underlying depressive states, but also on the odorants’ characteristics - their relaxing effects and their emotional subjective influence on the subject.

Regarding the quantitative odour perception (intensity ratings and discrimination of the different intensity levels), we expected that the depressed patients would perceive the pleasant stimuli as less intense compared to controls and they would not be able to discriminate between its three different concentration levels. The results showed that patients perceived as more intense unpleasant stimuli and as less intense pleasant stimuli compared to the controls. Indeed, we can summarize that olfactory anhedonia was observed for pleasant odorant and olfactory alliesthesia for unpleasant odorant. On the contrary, no significant difference in intensity ratings between patients and controls was found in previous studies (Pause et al., 2001; Thomas et al., 2002). An explanation of this difference could be the type of the studied odorants, the severity of the subjects’ depression and the methodology (type of scales, experimental conditions, etc.). As for the odour intensity discrimination, patients discriminated the different concentration levels only for the unpleasant component, but not of the vanillin. Indeed, these results suggest the presence of an olfactory anhedonia in depressed subjects at a quantitative level.

As to the qualitative aspect, we hypothesized that at iso-intense levels of both pleasant and unpleasant odorants in a binary mixture, the depressed patients would perceive less the odour of the pleasant component compared to the controls. The experimental data of the patients
highlighted that when both odorants are present at iso-intense levels in the mixture, the probability of identifying the unpleasant odorant is significantly higher than the probability of identifying the pleasant odorant, whereas controls perceive both odorants in the mixture. These results show the presence of an olfactory anhedonia at a qualitative level also. Additional correlative analyses revealed that the olfactory qualitative perception of a binary mixture could be predicted by the depression scores: the more one subject is depressive, the more he perceives the unpleasant stimulus in the binary iso-intense mixture, and on the contrary, the more he is depressed, the less he perceives the pleasant stimulus.

Results from a recent study showed that unpleasant odorants are judged more quickly than pleasant odorants (Bensafi et al., 2002). This difference in temporal treatment could obviously be a basis for the dominance of a quality in mixtures of iso-intense components, but in this case, the unpleasant odour should dominate. However in our study, both odorants were perceived by controls and dominance of the unpleasant odorant was observed for the patients only. Another factor, which could influence the perception of the mixture’s constituents, is the odour familiarity. Rabin (1988) showed that a familiar odour is more easily perceived and discriminated than an unfamiliar odour. The familiarity evaluation results of the two studied odorants showed that for both groups the vanillin was judged as a significantly more familiar odour, but this odorant was not perceived in the same manner by both groups of subjects. Consequently we cannot explain the observed results with this cognitive factor. Another possible explanation of the observed trends could be the eventual activation of different central structures according to the trigeminal proprieties of the studied odorants. It is know that the olfactory nerve-mediated odorants and combined olfactory and trigeminal nerve-mediated odorants activate different regions in the brain. Trigeminal stimulating odours have been shown to produce bilateral brain activation (Yousem et al., 1997). In the present study, the highest concentration of both odorants was chosen to be below their trigeminal threshold. But this evaluation was carried out with the internal trained panel. In order to exclude this possible influence on the subjects’ olfactory perception, it would be necessary to evaluate the trigeminal level of the odorants with the participants (patients and controls) of the study.

Olfactory dysfunction has been characterized according to whether the deficit is peripheral or central in nature. Decreased olfactory acuity in the absence of any other olfactory dysfunction has been thought to be associated with peripheral alteration. Deficits in olfactory identification, discrimination, recognition, and memory, in the presence of intact acuity imply alteration of more central brain processing systems (Martzke et al., 1997). Our results showed that depressed subjects perceived the positive stimulus less, from a discrimination and identification point of view. These findings suggest that there is an olfactory dysfunction of central brain processing systems.

During the last 10 years, the application of modern brain imaging techniques (positron emission tomography) has shown that odour perception and emotions are processed in similar brain structures (Zald and Pardo, 2000; Lane et al., 1997). Zatorre et al. (1992) outlined the importance of the piriform, orbitofrontal and insular cortex in human odour perception. Focusing on the emotional value of olfactory stimulation, several authors found the amygdala to be activated when aversive or novel odours were presented (Small et al., 1997; Zald and Pardo, 1997). An abnormal activation in the amygdala and the orbitofrontal region were confirmed in depressive patients in several studies (Drevets et al., 1992; Lesser et al., 1994; Brody et al., 1999). Thus, we can suppose that the decreased olfactory perception of the positive stimuli and the better olfactory perception of the negative stimuli of depressive patients are dependent of these neural correlates and with abnormal limbic function.
Focusing on the emotional evaluation of odours, several authors found that depressive patients differed from controls (Steiner et al., 1993; Pause et al., 2000). The present study demonstrated that altered olfactory perception in depressed patients depends on the odours hedonic valence (and consequently to the generated emotion). This may be related to alteration at the affective level. Indeed, depression is characterized by an alteration of processing of the affective aspects related to odour perception (olfactory bias toward negative odours: olfactory negative alliesthesia or olfactory bias toward positive odours: olfactory anhedonia). This alteration may be related to anhedonia, a well-known depression symptom corresponding to a disturbed experience of pleasure, i.e. a gradual loss of the ability to experience physical or psychic pleasure. The results of the present study demonstrating an olfactory anhedonia suggest that anhedonia may be observed using methods other than questionnaires (Fawcett et al., 1983). An interesting theoretical question is whether olfactory anhedonia and olfactory negative alliesthesia are a state or a trait cognitive marker. Evaluating this requires two complementary measurements: one before any psychiatric treatment, and one during a follow-up investigation a few months after remission.

In summary, with the present study we could validate our hypothesis of the existence of an olfactory anhedonia in depression at qualitative (odour identification) and quantitative (intensity discrimination) perceptual levels only. We also observed an olfactory negative alliesthesia related to the odours hedonic valence and the perceived odour intensity. These observations need to be confirmed by further studies using other olfactory stimuli with different pleasantness level, which evoke different positive and negative emotions.
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